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One of the frogs lived on the shore of the lake. There
was a snake and the snake was very friendly with

that frog.

One day the snake wandered somewhere in search
of prey. No prey was available for the snake. It

was very tiring and came to the side of the lake.

At that moment the frog that came out of the lake
looked at the snake and said, "Friend, why are you
so tired today? What happened to you?". Heard

that passionately.

The snake that saw the frog suddenly had an idea.
I'm more hungry now. The snake, thought to catch
the frog and have it as its prey, suddenly split its

mouth and jumped to catch the frog.

The frog escaped in its grip and said, "Friend! What
sport is this, and why do you think to catch me

and swallow me?”. Asked angrily.



When the snake heard this, it said, "Frog friend!
Forgive me! I feel pity when I see you. I'm

starving without getting any prey.

That's why I'm going to catch you and eat you."
The frog was shocked to hear that. The mind swelled

at the thought of the serpent's betrayal of faith.

For a while it was deep in thought, "I must
somehow escape from this danger". Immediately it

looked at the snake and said "Dude do you think
your hunger will be quenched if you eat only
me?. Of course you will feel hungry again.

So I will go into the lake and pick up two of my
friends. Eat me along with them." The snake's

mind was amused.

"That's how a friend should be!. Call your friends
right away!. I'm even more hungry now. I'm

waiting on the shore."

The frog jumped into the lake and drowned
somewhere as it escaped and survived. Decided not

to get acquainted with this deadly friend anymore.



Justice: Do not associate with people who are
poisonous like snakes.


